
CRUEL ANGEL THESIS REI ASUKA MISATO

A Cruel Angel's Thesis This version is sung by: Megumi Hayashibara (Rei Ayanami) Yuko Miyamura (A To me it's
Asuka, Rei, and Usagi.

Rebuild of Evangelion[ edit ] Misato Katsuragi in Evangelion: 3. Her civilian personality is seen to be quite
loose and sloppy, but professionally she proves to have a great sense of leadership and duty. Kaji implies in
one discussion that Misato suffers from nightmares about her past, as he describes her as "sleeping
uncomfortably. As the story progresses, further detail of Misato's past are revealed, such as the fact that she
was in Antarctica at the moment of the Second Impact, accompanying her father, Dr. She chose to keep Pen
Pen as a pet rather than let him be euthanized , and refurnished a refrigerator to become his bedroom. Misato
threatens to kill Kaji if he refuses to abandon his plans to sabotage Nerv. A translated picsub of the track can
be seen here:. The limited edition album was released to include a movie ticket for the first Evangelion movie,
Evangelion: Death and Rebirth , which was released on March 15,  Katsuragi, who masterminded the
Katsuragi expedition related to the discovery of the first Angel, Adam. As the story progresses, Misato learns
that Kaji is a double-agent, working for Nerv and simultaneously reporting to the Intelligence Department of
Japan. The original version of the single paired with another song by Takahashi stayed on the charts for 22
weeks, peaking at  Ritsuko Akagi , and she was Ryoji Kaji 's girlfriend when the three of them were college
students. Katsuragi attempted to protect his daughter by placing her in a protective capsule resembling an
Entry Plug seconds before the explosion. Drama Track Edit Hayashibara, Miyamura, and Mitsuishi are
accompanied by the seiyu for Shinji Ikari and the supporting characters on the drama track Shuukyoku no
Tsudzuki "After the End" , a comedic parody in which the reunited cast tries to come up with ways to continue
Evangelion when popular demand makes the studio order them to produce a third season even though the TV
series ended after a 26 episode run. She had been given specific instructions by the producer to make the
wording sophisticated and "philosophical". When Shinji escapes from Wille's craft, she hesitates to pull the
trigger until he is out of range of the detonator, allowing his escape. While grateful to her father for saving her
life, she admits to hating him, as he devoted his life to his work and neglected her and her mother. Under her
command, most of the important decisions in the battles between the Evas against the angels are made, and
she takes complete responsibility of the possible outcomes. Incidentally, her psychological issues resemble
Shinji's, so the two gradually begin to retain sympathy for each other as the story develops in spite of their
clumsy relationship. In a flashback regarding Second Impact, Misato is shown to have been awake and seen
her father die before her eyes in this continuity. Shortly before dying, Misato wonders if Kaji believes she has
done the right thing. However, Misato is mortally wounded in the process. The original song included a male
chorus, which was cut at director Hideaki Anno's request in order to "emphasize maternal affection". It
features three instrumental, five vocal, and four drama tracks. She plays more of a big sister role towards
Asuka and also does not restart her romantic relationship with Kaji. She reveals she got inspiration for the title
from the manga A Cruel God Reigns. Her given name is from a heroine in Minako Narita's manga Aitsu.
Because of that, she actually knows about their possession of Lilith. She drags him into her car and rushes
Shinji towards the door of Unit 01's launch bay. It is only seen a few times, but she is revealed to be a crack
shot with it. She is a devotee of this particular marque of car, as on her bedroom wall she has a poster of an
earlier Alpine A shot from the back during a race.


